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1 THE SCHOOL TRIP

Towards the end of April, it was announced to each class 
by the form teacher, that there would be a school outing in a 
fortnight’s time for those who qualified and whose parents would 
allow them to go. This did not happen every year, because such 
a trip was not funded by the authorities. The money had to be 
raised by the pupils, their parents and the school staff. They 
usually managed to go somewhere two years in three though, 
even if it was not very far away. For some of the children, it was 
the only holiday they ever got.

Mrs. Henshaw, Megan’s form’s head of class made an 
announcement after assembly and morning registration:

“As Mr. Hughes, the headmaster, said earlier on this 
morning, the Parent and Teachers Association has raised 
enough money to allow us to take you, those of you have not 
had detention in the last twelve months, away for the day again 
this year.

“Mr. Hughes has made three suggested destinations for 
the trip and has asked me to reveal them to you now. Therefore, 
will you get out your rough book and write them down now, 
please:

Number 1: the site of an ancient battle.
Number 2: an ancient religious site.
Number 3: a site of prehistoric interest.

“Mr. Hughes would like you to think about which site you 
would like to visit and perhaps discuss it with your parents. You 
will have until next Monday morning to do so, when there will be 
a short discussion after morning assembly and you will be able 
to cast your vote.

“While the exact destination of these three options is not 
being disclosed, in order to maintain a little mystique around the 
school trip, you may assure your parents that we will be staying 
in the country – in fact within the county. We didn’t collect that 
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much money, but whichever you pick, I am certain that we will 
have a very enjoyable day and yes, if you are wondering why I 
keep saying ‘we’, I am going on the trip with you.

“The destination with the most votes will be selected for 
us to visit the following week. All right class, that is all for now, 
please attend your first lesson as quietly and as swiftly as you 
can without running in the corridors, because you are now a little
behind schedule due to that announcement. Thank you class.”

Everyone liked Mrs. Henshaw, who was a thin, grey-
haired woman in her early fifties. She had a sense of humour, 
but she rationed it strictly like a millionaire trying not to spoil his 
children with too much pocket money. Mrs. Henshaw believed in 
propriety, but she was not against having a little fun.

The class split up to attend their first period of the day. 
Some remained where they were while others had to go to other 
form rooms to  join other teachers.

∆

Megan, and , it was fair enough to say, everyone in the 
school was excited about the forthcoming school trip. It was the 
buzz of the day and people discussed it at every opportunity. 
She couldn’t wait to get home to discuss it with her parents, 
because she was completely undecided where she wanted to 
go. At the moment, Megan could only think how nice it would be 
to have a day off school and a bus ride somewhere, a day out, 
with her friends.

When she got home, Megan carried out the routine of 
hanging up her jacket and her satchel in the hall and changing 
her shoes for her slippers, before skipping to the kitchen to look 
for her mother.

“Mam? Mam! Guess what!”
“You sneaked out of school early?” she joked.
“No! I ran all the way home. We’re going on a school 

outing next week or the week after. Won’t that be great? We 
didn’t go last year, did we? Remember? We didn’t have the 
money, but this year we have…”

“That’s lovely, Megan, where are they taking you, 
darling?”

“Well, that’s it, we don’t know yet. Mr. Hughes has given 
us three choices and we can vote on them next week, but even 
then we won’t know exactly where we’re going until we get there.
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Mrs. Henshaw said that they want to keep some mystery or 
something, misty something, about the exact destination.”

“’Mystique?”
“Yes, that was it! ‘Mystique’… Does that mean mystery? 

It is such a lovely word, isn’t it… mystique… mystique… 
mystique.”

“Yes, but more an ‘air of mystery’ or an ‘air of magic’ – a 
‘touch of mystery’ or a ‘touch of magic’. It is a lovely word, 
probably French originally.

“So, what are your choices for this mystery trip then?”
Megan told Suzanne the three choices.
“Which one do you think I should vote for, Mam?”
“Oh, no! This is your choice. I don’t want you to blame 

me for suggesting somewhere, if it turns out to be boring. 
Anyway, when you are given a vote on something, you should 
think about it seriously and then cast your own vote… like in an 
election. You can’t go asking people who you should vote for in 
an election, can you? No, that would never do, so you make up 
your own mind, it will be good practice for you.”

“OK, Mam, I’m going up to my room to do my homework 
before tea.”

Megan clattered up the stairs and Suzanne wished she 
would be more ladylike and walk noiselessly around the house 
as she had told her to a thousand times before.

Megan expected to Grrr, her Spirit tiger friend, lying on 
her bed and was rather disappointed to see that she wasn’t, 
because Megan had not seen her all day after getting up that 
morning. At times like these, she often wondered what Grrr did 
when she wasn’t with her.

Megan would imagine Grrr playing with other tigers in the
snow or just wandering alone through the Russian steppes 
reliving ancient memories or even gaining new ones. She had no
idea although she knew that if she thought-called Grrr, she 
would stop whatever she was doing and be there at her side in 
the twinkling of an eye.

Sometimes Megan found it hard not to do just that, 
because she did not want to interrupt her friend for no good 
reason, so she got on with her homework to take her mind of it.

She thought that she might ask her Spirit Guide, 
Wacinhinsha, later, if she saw him, but for the moment, she had 
some French irregular verbs to learn and an essay on ‘The 
Effect of the Internet on Education’ to write and that was being 
made harder by the constant intrusion of thoughts about the 
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school outing.

Megan was glad when she heard her father come in an 
hour later. She finished the paragraph she was writing, took a 
shower, put on a T-shirt and shorts and went down to tea.

“Megan has some news, Robert, don’t you Megan?”
“Yes, Dad, how are you? We are going on a school 

excursion soon and we can vote for going to a battle site, a 
religious site or a prehistoric site, but I don’t know which one to 
vote for.”

“Mmm, a tough one. What are you most interested in? 
Battles, religion or society, although it is not really that cleanly 
cut. Throughout history people have fought battles over religion 
and society always pays the price for war. Even nowadays, look 
at the conflicts on TV everyday.

“Still, it might help to try to compartmentalise the three 
options like that. I know which one I would go for though. I like 
the prehistoric stuff. Imagine the world with no TV, no electric 
even! Go back even further and the didn’t even have fire, so no 
cooking! I bet you would love that, wouldn’t you Mam?

“No cooking and no washing up, because there were no 
pots and pans or plates. No offices, because there was no 
electric and no paper and no writing. You just used to have to go 
out picking berries and nuts all day and maybe trap a rabbit… or 
spear one… Unless the lions, tigers and wolves got you first, that
is…”

“What, Dad? They had lions, tigers and wolves in this 
country in those days? Lions and tigers? I thought they only lived
in hot countries…” and then she realised that Grrr came from the
frozen Russian steppes. “Of course, there are tigers in northern 
Russia and China even now, aren’t there? Siberian tigers…”

“Yes, big fierce brutes that could take your head clean off 
with one swipe of their paws. They had Sabre-toothed tigers too,
with huge front teeth like your Aunty Mable…”

“Robert, that is not nice. You shouldn’t be teaching 
Megan to talk about people like that, it’s very rude. Megan, don’t 
listen to him, he’s being silly again.”

“Don’t worry, Mam, I was miles away thinking about big 
tigers… I’m sure that they are not all fierce brutes that go around
knocking people’s heads off. I should think that there are a few 
very nice tigers too.”

“Don’t you believe it, my girl,” replied her father, “the only 
nice tiger is in ‘Winnie The Pooh’. Even the one in ‘The Jungle 
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Book’ was horrible. People are not scared of tigers for nothing, 
they are not making it up. Tigers can’t be trusted, could turn on 
you at any moment and would not hesitate to kill you… You mark
my words, ask the people of India if they would like to have wild 
tigers living near by.”

But Megan had heard enough and wanted to go back 
upstairs. She was starting to take offence on behalf of tigers in 
general and Grrr in particular. She knew that her father had 
gotten all that stuff about tigers from newspapers, the TV and 
books, because she was equally sure that he had never met a 
tiger in his whole life.

She loved her father, but she sometimes wished that he 
would only talk about things that he knew for sure to be true, 
instead of feeling that he had to make things up to make it look 
as if he knew everything. She also wished that she could tell him
about Grrr and even introduce them. She had talked to her 
mother about Grrr in the past, but had received no sign of 
understanding and had even been told off for having ‘too vivid an
imagination’ or for ‘telling fibs’.

Megan had forgotten that her father had known and still 
remembered that she had had an ‘imaginary pet tiger’ as a child,
but he did not realise that that tiger was still about. He had 
imagined that it had gone walk about seven or eight years ago, 
but he did not want to remind Megan about Grrr for fear of 
antagonizing his wife who, he knew, was frightened of anything 
to do with the supernatural.

So Robert did not mention Grrr for one reason, Suzanne 
did not mention her for anther and Megan kept quiet about the 
subject for yet another, but they were all thinking roughly the 
same thought, that is that Megan had had a ‘pet tiger’ once.

Little did two of them know that she still ‘had’ it.
Megan could feel the atmosphere chilling around the 

table, so she wanted to get away, but she had to wait for tea to 
be over. She found sitting at the table after she had finished 
eating one of the hardest things to do to be polite, but she knew 
that her parents prized it, so she waited in silence.

At the first sign that the were finished, Megan gathered 
up a few empty plates and the salt and pepper pots and took 
them into the kitchen.

“Is it all right if I go and finish my homework now, Dad?” 
she asked, knowing that he would not refuse any request that 
involved homework.

“Yes, of course, Megan, you run along, I’ll help your 
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mother down here.”

As she banged and bashed her way up the stairs, 
Suzanne said:

“Bob, you’ll have to have a word with that girl about how 
to use a staircase, she drives me mad crashing up those stairs 
all the time.”

“Yes,” he replied, “OK, my dear, first chance I get.”

6



2 A LESSON IN EMOTIONS

That night, as Megan lay in bed thinking about the school
trip and what her father had said, Wacinhinsha appeared before 
her.

“Greetings, little Megan, I see that you are troubled by 
recent events. Do not let these things trouble you. People have 
their own reasons for doing what they do, as you have yours, 
and their reasons pertain to their own lives, not to yours, so do 
not let others worry you unduly.

“This brings me to something that I wanted to talk to you 
about. You are what people call ‘sensitive’. This word has 
various shades of meaning and you are sensitive, even 
extraordinarily sensitive, in every sense of the word. Being 
sensitive is a good thing in general, but it is a double-edged 
sword, for being sensitive lays you open to a lot of pain.

“Not only are you aware of the pain of others, but others 
can hurt you very easily by being blunt in their approach to you. 
A good example of this was what your father said earlier. He was
talking about wild tigers in general, but you took it personally 
because you wanted to defend your friend Grrr. If your father 
had known that you still see her, he would not have spoken in 
such a manner, but he did not know.

“This is the true meaning of the word ‘ignorance’. These 
days people confuse ignorance with stupidity, but they are not 
the same. The fact is that you were both right. In general, he was
right, but in the specific case of Grrr, and a few others, you were 
right. Tigers are very dangerous, because they have learned to 
fear mankind. It is a similar fear that many people have of 
snakes. It is irrational, but based on fact.

“Anyway, sensitivity, at such a heightened level as you 
experience it can lead to much misery and sorrow, unless you 
learn to control it. There are two ways of doing this. Most people 
choose the first option, which is to give up caring by building a 
wall around their hearts and ‘pretending’ that they just do not 
‘see’ any more. The second way is to understand your gift and 
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use it; that is to learn how to use it and not let it use you.

“This second way means to see the problems, other 
people’s problems but remain aware that no problem is ‘life-
threatening’, people only perceive it to be so, for nothing can 
take everlasting life from you or anyone else. They can only 
make it temporarily more difficult and most of the time you will 
have arranged for that to happen yourself anyway.

“No-one can affect your life but you. Others may appear 
to affect your life, but that is Maya – Illusion. In truth, you have 
allowed them to affect your life. Therefore, it is pointless to 
complain about an event in your life that you find irksome, when 
you yourself asked for that event to happen. Why would you 
cause difficult periods in your own life, you ask? Because you 
are here to learn and people learn more from adversity than 
pleasure. It is as simple as that.

“What use would a degree from Oxford University be if it 
only qualified you for being able to count up to ten?

“Learn how to use your sensitivity to your advantage, do 
not block it off. Use your sensitivity to read situations and others,
but always be aware that it is only your problem too, if you want 
to make it so. Be sympathetic in your heart; compassion is a 
good thing, but do not allow emotion to destroy you. Use 
emotion to feel, but not to hurt.

“Now you are wondering about your school trip. You have
almost come to the conclusion that the prehistoric caves will be 
your choice. Whatever you decide is right, but I want to use my 
talk on sensitivity and emotion to illustrate something to you. 
How you can protect yourself without ignoring or blocking your 
emotional sensitivity.

“You have been given three choices. The first, the site of 
a great battle, where tens of thousands of people suffered in a 
very short space of time, may be very upsetting to one such as 
yourself. The emotion released on that day may still be 
noticeable to a sensitive person such as yourself.

“The second, a religious building, which is said to have 
been used for nefarious purposes and where possibly also many
people were burned alive may have a similar effect on you. At 
your level of experience, it may be wise for you to avoid such 
places until you can better cope with your emotions.

“The third, the prehistoric caves, would also have been a 
place where much suffering was experienced, because life was 
much harder then, but because it was a real community where 
families lived, there would have been the pleasure that families 
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experience too to balance out the pain. There would have been 
laughter, joking, the joy of a new birth, the pleasure of a good 
meal, the mirth of a good joke and the sadness of a death in the 
family.

“The caves will be easier on your emotions, but I think 
that you have already chosen the caves for another reason, 
have you not? You want to walk where tigers walked. That is al 
right, nothing wrong with that. Often we come to the right 
conclusion for the strangest of reasons.

“I have never told you about anything in my life and you 
have never asked. That is a good thing. Under normal 
circumstances, it is not wise to press people for more than they 
are willing to tell you, because it may encourage them to lie or 
fabricate. However, I want to tell you a little about my last life on 
this Earth in order to illustrate something to you. Please listen 
with your rational being, I am not trying to evoke your sympathy, 
this will be a good test for you.

“I died in such a battle as the one you are being offered 
the chance to visit the site of. I was not alone, many of us died 
that day, but in a sense we did all die alone as does everyone. 
We all tried not to cry out, although most of us failed. I had five 
bullets in me but none of them was immediately fatal, so I lay 
there among the bodies for an hour or so with my stomach on 
fire.

“Since that day, I have seen many people die in the same
way. At first it was horrible to witness because it brought all the 
memories of my own suffering back to me and I would get angry.
In time, I learned that my anger was pointless. Why be angry 
with the men who shot me when I had asked them to do it before
I was even born? Why enter a battlefield where thousands of 
bullets were flying, if I had really not wanted to die? However, 
remembering my pain was useful, because I could use that 
experience to better understand others.

“War, death and struggle is a part of life on Earth. It is par
for the course and part of the course, if you will excuse my little 
joke, little Megan. No-one can change that until the need for 
such a place, such a place of learning, ceases to be and that is a
very long way off. For most souls here are base, as lead is to 
gold.

“However, Megan, never forget that lead has its uses too,
even if most people would rather have gold. Everything has its 
use, in its place.
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“Never fall into the trap of looking down on someone 

because you judge that his or her education, morals, ability or 
judgement are lacking, for you do not know why they came here 
or what their visit will achieve.

“The way through life is to concentrate on improving your 
own Karma, which you can only do by helping others.

“Do not concern yourself unduly with what others are 
doing or why they are doing it, since they have their own 
reasons which you may not be privy to and it makes sense that if
you do not know why someone is doing something, then you 
cannot criticise them for doing it.”

“Wacinhinsha,” piped in Megan, “do you really think that I
will be able to feel the surrounding atmosphere?”

“Yes, little Megan, I have no doubt about it. Do you not 
get excited at football matches? Did you not check the vibrations
of your friends at your birthday party recently? Do you not see 
Gramps, Grrr and myself? It is all part of the same parcel. It has 
to do with your sensitivity and your willingness to experience 
what you see. You have not walled this ability in as most people 
do for fear of ridicule or just through fear itself.

“In fact, all people feel atmosphere. The big difference is 
that you know why you do, whereas most people do not. When 
people feel an atmosphere or an instant dislike for somewhere 
or something, it is because their aura is mingling with that 
person or thing. They are tasting it as a snake tastes the air. In a 
similar way that you experienced the oak at school. 

You know this and can use it to your advantage, whereas
others just wonder why it is so and think that it is a quaint and 
curious phenomenon. They know that it happens often, they 
know that everyone experiences it, yet they still do not dare to 
conclude that it is as normal a part of being alive as is sight, 
touch, breath, hearing and loving. People are so strange… but 
as you say: ‘You can lead a horse to water, but you cannot make
him drink’. It is a very apt saying for the people of Earth and 
some other places too.

“One day, you will be drawn to the sites of religion and 
battles too probably, but I urge caution for now. Try first to see 
how the simple men and women lived. How people like you and I
and everyday folk lived. I am sure that then you will get a better, 
more balanced picture of happiness and gloom, joy and 
suffering, fear and man’s capacity to endure adversity, for it has 
always been quite remarkable.

“You can rejoice in that instead of enduring the pain and 
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anguish of the extreme conditions which are prevalent on sites 
of battle and religious persecution. There is plenty of time to go 
there when you are more experienced.”

“Thank you, Wacinhinsha. I wanted to tell you that I went 
down to the ocean with my grandparents the other day and 
could feel its power. It was not like the Oak. The water was 
saying:

“I am here, I have fish and you can enjoy me, but I can 
bite and I bite without warning, so do not treat me lightly. I am an
ally to the wise who understand me, but I may kill the others, if I 
so please.

“I am not your friend, but I may tolerate you, if you show 
me the greatest respect.”

“That is a very good first impression of water, Megan. You
may come to modify it later, but it is far better that most 
understand. Some peoples call Water a god, others a goddess, 
but Water is neither and yet both of these things as indeed is the
Spirit which drives all living things even you and me and all of 
our kind.

“If mankind could apply this thought to all things, 
especially to itself, mankind would cease to differentiate between
those who wear shirts and those who do not; those with high 
voices and those with low ones; those who can afford a car and 
those who cannot and those who are the of the same type as 
themselves and those who are not.

“The fact is that all living entities share one thing in 
common and that is life. It is time for all the peoples of the 
universe to see life as the important unifying bond and stop 
looking for other attributes to divide us by.

“This has been a long chat, Megan, with much to take in, 
but never worry, what you forget today, we can come back to 
again. You are making remarkable progress, be happy with that 
and sleep in peace. Remember that we are always with you. 
Good night.”
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3 THE BALLOT

A last, the day came when the whole of Megan’s year in 
school, that is all the pupils in the second form, were gathered in
the assembly hall to discuss the destination for their forthcoming 
excursion and then vote on it.

There were ten streams in each year with about thirty 
pupils in each, which meant that there were about three hundred
thirteen year-old boys and girls seated on the floor there. Megan 
was in the third stream, so officially, she was in form 2-3.

There was a large ‘paper board’ on the stage and on the 
first page were written the three possible destinations in large, 
ornate, yet clear, handwriting. The head teacher, Mr. Hughes, 
was standing next to it waiting for silence. When he had it, Mr. 
Hughes wished the class a good morning, read the three options
out loud and then flipped the page over to reveal a few bullet 
points with which he hoped to start a debate.

Mr. Hughes was predicting that about two-thirds of the 
boys would opt for the battle site, about two-thirds of the girls for 
the abbey and the rest for the prehistoric caves, but then he 
never had been the sort of person to go out on a limb about 
anything. Although he would not be going on the outing himself, 
he would have chosen the caves, if he had had a vote himself.

“All right, boys and girls of the Second Form, settle down 
now. The battle site is where the rebel forces defeated the 
government army in 1520. We don’t know exactly how many 
people took part, because generals used to exaggerate the size 
of their forces before a battle to intimidate the enemy and lie 
about their losses afterwards to save face and it is interesting to 
note that this still happens to this very day. However, it is 
generally agreed that altogether about 60,000 people lost their 
lives.

“Now you will be assuming, I am sure, that all those 
people were men, but you would be quite wrong. In those days, 
armies were not as well organised as they are today. There were
no catering corps as such, so women would follow the army 
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around – the so-called camp-followers. These women, and some
men, provided home comforts to the soldiers such as cleaning, 
laundry, cooking, mending, et cetera and many of these women 
had children.

“Normally, they would stay well back from the battle zone,
but if one side was routed and forced to retreat, they often ran 
back to where the camp-followers were. As their pursuers fired at
them, many camp-followers were killed by stray bullets, or even 
arrows and cannon balls.

“An arrow that missed its mark could still be deadly a 
long way off and the bullets or musket balls that they used would
pass through several people and even send shards of bone 
flying which could maim others. Cannon balls would bounce 
down the field of battle for hundreds of yards knocking people 
down like nine pins and maiming or killing them… just like a flat 
stone skimmed across a still pond.

“So the 60,000 would have included many women and 
children. Warfare was very indiscriminate in those days and we 
still get ‘collateral damage’ nowadays with all our sophisticated 
weaponry!

“The religious site was a rare combination of a monastery
and a nunnery in the same compound although the orders were 
segregated within the perimeter walls. However, the local 
population did not consider this arrangement fitting and rumours 
of sinful practices abounded, although it should be pointed out 
that none of them was ever proved. In those days of the Twelfth 
Century, scandal was enough and people complained to the 
Bishop, requesting him to have the place closed down and de-
consecrated.

“However, the Bishop acted very slowly and the locals 
put the monastery and the nunnery to the torch. It is said that 
they did not try to prevent the inhabitants from escaping the 
inferno, but most perished. It seems that they preferred to die 
there ‘at the will of God’ than undergo trial by man. In those 
days, such a trial would have involved gruesome torture and 
probably death by fire anyway.

“It is said that about 700 men and 500 women died in that
fire, but again, no-one knows for sure. It was very shocking at 
the time.

“The prehistoric site is a cave, or I should say, a series of 
interlinking caves, which were in use until about 10,000 years 
ago. We don’t know when they were first occupied, but it could 
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easily have been 10,000 years before that. There is no way of 
knowing.

“I’m sure you are getting the idea about history that the 
more we want to know the more we realise that we don’t know 
and probably never will. Studying history is a bit like a puppy dog
trying to catch its own tail, Still, fascinating though...

“We have no idea what actually went on there, but the 
best guess, or at least the most popular theory, is that it was 
occupied by a single tribe, which would have meant one big 
family – much bigger than families by our standards. Members of
the tribe may have occupied the mouths of the caves as 
dwellings, but spent all day outside when the weather allowed. 
The deep interior seems to have had a religious significance and
may have been used for burial rites or ritual sacrifice. It could 
have been a storage place for the bones of their ancestors, like 
we use a cemetery today However, their ancestors’ bones were 
placed underground, but not interred, so to speak.

“In those days, there were no organised religions like 
Christianity, Islam or even Buddhism that we know of. People 
probably believed in the power of gods, animals and ancestors, 
as they still do in some parts of the world today.”

The headmaster then threw the floor open to questions, 
hoping that a lively discussion would ensue. However, he did not
know his pupils as well as he thought he did and not one person 
had anything to say or ask. After a few more attempts by himself 
and other teachers to prime the pupils into a discussion, Mr. 
Hughes gave up.

He put it down to teenage apathy and was very 
disappointed. However, the fact was that his debate should have
taken place a week before – it was far too late coming, because 
the school kids had been talking about nothing else all week 
long and everybody already knew where everybody else stood. 
Mr. Hughes was the only one who did not know, so, fed up with 
the lack of response, he called for ballot papers to be handed 
out and had the children line up to file past the ballot box and out
into the yard, where they could wait for the bell to announce that 
the next lesson was due to begin.

Some children realised that they now had enough 
information to find the exact destinations by searching Google 
on their smart phones, Megan did not really want to know, 
because it would spoil the ‘mystique’, which was her latest 
favourite word.

She was hoping to go to the Prehistoric Caves and see 
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where tigers had actually walked. It did not occur to her at the 
time that if they were walking there at the caves, then they would
have been walking everywhere else in the country too, but she 
would think of it later.

The head had promised to announce the result of the 
ballot that afternoon after registration, which they did. At 
precisely two p.m., every form teacher in the Second Year 
announced to their class that the majority vote had gone to the 
Prehistoric Caves. Second was the battle site. It had been quite 
an overwhelming decision in the ratio of 50:30:20.

In light of the split and in order to please as many people 
as possible, Mr. Hughes decided to send the children to the two 
winning destinations, so the 150 voters for the caves would go 
there and the other 150 would go to the battle site. This, Mr. 
Hughes was pleased to point out, meant that 80% of the children
would get to go where they wanted.

A spontaneous cheer went up in the classroom even from
the few that had voted for the monastery and Mrs. Henshaw let 
the cheering continue for a few seconds in order to allow the 
kids to get it out of their systems before she started to ask for 
silence to be restored. She could also hear cheering coming 
from other classrooms nearby and she tried hard to suppress the
broad smile that threatened to break out on her face at the sight 
of her happy charges. She had secretly wanted to go to the 
caves as well.

Megan was over the moon and so was practically 
everybody else and she couldn’t wait to go home to tell her 
parents the good news.
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4 THE PREHISTORIC CAVES

The two parties of children and teachers were advised to 
be in the school car park with everything that they needed for the
day by eight a.m. for the battle ground and eight-thirty for the 
caves as they were not quite so far away. Each child had been 
given a checklist to hand to their parents which suggested that 
they be given: a small packed lunch, a few tins of drink, a light 
raincoat or plastic Mac; a small amount of money for souvenirs 
(as lunch and entrance fees would be provided by the school), a 
notebook and pen and a camera, although no photos were to be 
taken inside the caves or museum.

The ‘cave party’, as Mr. Hughes called them, would arrive
at ten-thirty, having eaten their sandwiches on the bus, spend 
two and a half hours on guided tours of the museum and the 
cave complex and then adjourn for lunch at the on-site cafeteria 
at one o’clock. The afternoon was to be free for the children to 
spend concentrating on those aspects of the complex that they 
found the most interesting as they would have a free pass to re-
enter the caves or the museum with the next available tour.

The buses would leave promptly at four p.m., getting 
them back to the school car park at five-thirty. All ten buses from 
the caves and the battle ground would arrive back together so 
that parents and neighbours giving lifts to children in both parties
would not have to wait.

Megan, like every other one of the three hundred children
was up early and raring to go on the school adventure which 
sadly occurred less frequently than even once a year. The only 
fly in the ointment for most children was having to wear school 
uniform, but as was explained to them, it was necessary to 
identify them from the general public. What was not said was 
that it helped those from poorer families who did not have 
designer clothing.

Megan rode her bicycle to school as she did sometimes, 
although her father had offered to pick her up on his way home 
from the office. However, he was sometimes delayed and she 
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did not want to be kept hanging around; besides it was still broad
daylight at five-thirty at that time of the year where she lived.

In general, the children were very well behaved despite 
the high spirits demonstrate by all, although by some much more
than most.

There were ten buses for ten forms with the form masters
on each bus with their class, so Mrs. Henshaw was with Megan’s
bus. To while away the time and give them some information 
beforehand, Mrs. Henshaw read out over the bus’ P.A. some 
literature that she had downloaded from the caves’ web site, but 
she stopped at nine-thirty for them to eat a few sandwiches or 
whatever they had brought with them.

Their five buses arrived in procession almost dead on 
time at ten-thirty-five and 150 children and five teachers 
disembarked looking for the toilets, which necessitated some 
queuing even at a large site like that one. The head had 
arranged for the visit to take place on the site’s quietest day, 
which was a Monday, so that they could have the run of the 
place virtually to themselves.

Despite this, 155 was too many to lead around in one 
group, so they were split into three: two parties of sixty and one 
of thirty so that the teachers could stay with their forms. Each 
party started from a different location in the system. There were 
two entry points into the caves and the separate museum, so 
this was not a problem. They were to spend forty-five minutes in 
the museum and the rest in the caves.

Megan’s group, the smallest one, was assigned to visit 
the museum first.

There was a high level of excitement among the children 
and as Megan’s group walked along the path through a grassy 
patch before the museum, she was looking around herself,  
hoping to see something… something that the others could 
not… perhaps even a sabre-toothed tiger, but she saw nothing.

Even when they turned the final corner and there was a 
life-size tableau of a group of cave-dwellers around a fire in a 
family scene. The scene that the statues showed was of adults 
in loin skins but topless and the children naked: men sitting 
whittling, women cooking, children playing and dogs gnawing 
bones, but even that did not spark her second sight into action. 
All she could feel was a vague sense of tranquility, which she 
assumed was more a result of the last 10,000 years of inactivity 
than because of what it was like up to 10,000 years ago.
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In short, Megan felt nothing ‘old’, just pleasantness 

emanating from the quiet grassy areas and the few trees that 
dotted the park. The fact was that she was still too excited to be 
sensitive to anything much other than the general buzz of 
excitement that she and her friends were giving off, but the 
museum changed all that.

Museums are like libraries, they promote introspection 
and thought. They are stimulating, but not in the same way as 
sport. All of the school children came down off their highs as the 
tour guide explained exhibit after exhibit. The artifacts were all in 
glass cabinets, so there was not a lot to be felt from them, but 
there were lots of drawings and paintings of what somebody 
presumed were typical daily scenes of domestic life in those far-
off days. There were also pictures of men hunting wild boar and 
woolly mammoth.

Megan was beginning to realise that she had to be in the 
correct state of mind to allow images to form in her head. She 
had to be receptive to vibrations and atmosphere and stop 
broadcasting her own emotions so strongly, which meant 
distancing herself from her boisterous friends, although it had to 
be done tactfully. She could hardly tell them to be quiet and 
leave her alone for a while.

Her tactic was to hang back, pretending to be studying 
exhibits long after the others had moved on and yet listen to the 
guide from the back of the group. ‘Guide,’ she thought, ‘how apt 
to be learning from another guide’. Once again, Megan tried not 
to dwell on that thought lest she inadvertently disturbed 
Wacinhinsha unnecessarily.

There was not really a lot to be seen in the museum, 
because most of the ‘good stuff’ had been sent to the national 
and county museums, but there were a few human and animal 
skulls, such as dogs, wolves, boar and deer.

Here was also a collection of stone and bone tools, which
had probably been used in the preparation of food, like skinning, 
peeling and chopping. However, it was not the point that there 
was not much to see, the museum put the visitors in the right 
frame of mind to appreciate the caves and what life must have 
been like for their ancient ancestors who had inhabited them.

When they had left the museum and walked back across 
the green, Megan noticed a difference. This time, she was not 
only feeling the serenity of the modern site, there was also 
something else there in the background. It was hard to put a 
name to it, but then it struck her that she could feel a communal 
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spirit as is common at large family gatherings like weddings, 
Christenings and funerals. A Oneness with undertones of 
sadness and joviality.

Megan and her friends had no idea what to expect when 
they entered the mouth of one of the caves in the footsteps of 
another guide. A few yards into the cave was a circle of smooth, 
flat boulders. The guide said that that was probably the site of a 
permanent fire, which could be used to ignite other fires for 
cooking and torches of dead twigs, grass and bracken, cooking 
in inclement weather and deterring wild animals at night. 

The guide pointed to the roof of the cave which was 
darker than elsewhere, probably from the thousands of years of 
smoke that had drifted up there.

They moved on in almost total silence except for the 
guide who spoke only for a few minutes if he needed to point 
something out. When they turned the first corner, the outside 
world disappeared. Parts of the cave walls were illuminated by 
electrically powered mock torches in the ancient style. The dim 
lighting flicked and played on he stalactites and stalagmites, 
which glowed an eerie, creamy green.

At one point the guide lit a battery powered hand-held 
torch and warned the group to stand perfectly still for their own 
safety. He did something and the wall lights were extinguished 
all at once, leaving him with the only source of dim light in the 
half-tube shaped cave of twenty-five yards either way of them.

Somebody gave out a short sharp scream. Megan did not
know who had done it, but later people said that it was Mrs. 
Henshaw herself. It was very scary and very atmospheric. The 
guide continued to speak – only his face visible in the deathly 
pale, flickering glow of the torch.

“We are used to a lot of light, but even a hundred years 
ago people got by with a lot less. In fact, most people were still 
using candles, oil or gas lamps. Two or three hundred years ago,
most people lived by the light of the hearth fire after sundown 
and so usually just went to bed.

“10,000 years ago, many people would have experienced
this cave just as you are doing now. It would have been cold, 
dank, shadowy and pretty frightening to suspicious people like 
our ancient forebears probably were.

“This is why we think that they put drawings on the walls. 
Please look over to your right.” Pictures of men killing animals 
were painted on the walls, but they were barely visible in the dim
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light.

“We don’t know whether they made these for purely 
aesthetic reasons, as artwork, or whether they were meant to 
warn evil spirits to keep away, because the dwellers in these 
caves were ferocious. Your guess is as good as anyone else’s”

A small light came on that uplit the cave paintings. A 
minute later, it was switched off again.

Megan shivered, but more from the chill than the 
atmosphere, which was indeterminable, but vaguely religious, 
like being alone in a large cathedral made for hundreds. It was 
awe-inspiring.

Megan tried to think herself into being a superstitious 
caveman, but she could not.

The guide pushed a button on his remote, which turned 
the wall lights back on.

“OK, we’ll wait a moment for our eyes to adjust and then 
we will continue. Please follow me closely.” They walked on and 
for the next hundred yards, the wall lighting was low-powered 
and about knee-height. They came on like cats-eyes in a road, 
but were activated by motion sensors for no more than five yards
ahead of the first person. They were extinguished about five 
seconds after the last person, Megan, passed by, which she 
found unnerving at first.

They were in a short, dimly-lit capsule, which advanced 
with them like a train carriage.

Then whoosh! Several hundred lights came on in an 
elongated circle. The nearest lights were slightly brighter than 
the distant ones and in the centre was a huge lake, surrounded 
by smooth rocks the size of medicine balls.

“This is a natural underground lake of fresh water. You 
may lean over and touch it, however I have to warn you not to 
fall in, although you all look far to clever to ever do that. 
Nevertheless, it is part of my job to say it, so there… I have done
it.

“The temperature of the water is a constant two degrees 
centigrade, so pretty cold and it is drinkable, go ahead, you may 
try it, but it will not taste like any water that you have ever tasted 
before, because it is so hard and rich in minerals. It is fed by an 
underground, even underwater river on the far side of the lake, 
but the water level never changes. 

“In fact, the water level has been exactly the same since 
we started monitoring it seventy years ago. A bleed for the 
excess water, like an overflow on a sink, has not been 
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discovered yet, but we are still looking, from time to time.

“The water is exceptionally clear and healthy, but there is 
nothing alive in it bigger than a microbe. Any guesses as to its 
depth?”

People peered into it and some put their hands in.
“Twelve to fifteen inches,” offered one boy, “you can see 

the bottom.”
“More like three feet,” said another.
“Looks like it, doesn’t it?” replied the guide, “But that 

water is more than six hundred feet deep and over a thousand 
feet deep in some places., yet it is so clear that, yes, you can still
see the bottom.”

Megan felt the sense of awe growing by the minute.
They continued walking.
“There, on the right, just ahead of the lake, we found 

ancient faeces. As solid as rock and no longer smelly, but faeces
just the same.”

Some people giggled.
“No!, Don’t go thinking that this was some sort of 

communal bath house and latrine! They were animal faeces, 
probably cattle, but grass-eaters anyway. It is possible that the 
animals were tethered there to await ritual sacrifice or maybe 
they were brought here for safety when raiders threatened to 
steal them. We just don’t know.”

“Be careful here, the way gets narrow and the roof is 
lower for all you tall ones.”

A room the size of a large classroom lit up.
“This was probably a burial chamber or an oracle of 

some sort, but they only kept the heads in those days! The first 
people here found thousands of skulls stacked up at the far end.

“Given the length of time that these caves were in use, it 
is likely that only religious leaders got to have their heads stored 
in here. Or perhaps they were the village elders, who were 
probably the religious leaders anyway., although we don’t know 
which religion they followed. Only that it was not one which any 
of us here would know abut, that is for sure.”

The guide got a small round of laughter at that, but 
Megan was not quite so sure. Maybe they did believe in ever-
lasting life, personal responsibility, Karma and ghosts and things.
She only knew that the chamber felt solemn. Very serious, 
certainly religious, no doubt about that, but what did they 
worship?
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She wondered whether they worshipped animals and so, 

by showing them killing animals, they were actually portraying 
themselves as the true gods - The God-Slayers, The Immortals.

She could see, in her mind’s eye, a small procession of 
religious leaders, men and women, taking the head of a beloved 
colleague or king into the burial chamber. They had ridden in on 
oxen, which they tethered outside the chamber. 

However, it was not in the same way that she saw 
Wacinhinsha, Grrr and Gramps, for these people did not really 
exist any longer in this place, rather they were feelings burned 
into the very walls of the cave themselves and into the rock of 
this chamber in particular.

The ceremony had taken place hundreds of thousands of
times and so memories of it had become embedded in the rock 
like a shadow on an old TV screen. The living rock had 
witnessed the rituals of that ancient civilisation so many times 
that even it could remember them.

At the front of the procession would be the head priest or 
priestess, aptly named, for he or she would bear the head of the 
deceased on a wooded platter. I would be wrapped in sweet-
smelling herbs and bound around with ferns. In time, the flora 
would all rot away, even the platter, leaving just the skull on top 
of the pile. Within a few hundred years, there would be another 
row of royal skulls on top of it.

When the ceremony was over, there would be joyous 
celebration for the fruitful life that that person had led, but tinged 
with sorrow at his or her parting to continue on the next stage of 
their immortal life. Later, outside the caves, the whole community
would join in the party as befits an important event in a huge 
family, not unlike a modern family funeral, but not the same as a 
modern state funeral, because modern leaders take themselves 
too seriously.

With these images swirling around in her head, they 
made their way outside by another route and via the other cave 
mouth., but there was nothing else that impressed Megan as 
much as the lake and the Burial Chamber had. She was quite 
speechless and was glad to be able to go to the café for lunch. 
She noticed that several of her friends had become introspective
too.

The refectory served a set meal for the school party that 
was paid for by the trip fund. It was delicious, but not politically 
correct. Megan bolted down her sausage, eggs, chips and 
beans, which was not at all like her, so that she could go outside 
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and be alone. She told her friends that she would wait for them 
‘in the park’.

However, her first stop was the museum., because she 
wanted another look at the skulls. However, nothing sprang to 
mind, so after ten minutes she went outside and wandered 
through the small woodland. That too gave up no memories, so 
Megan suspected that it was newly planted, perhaps sixty or 
seventy years before. 

She returned to the spot where the statues of people 
were sitting and playing around an open fire like a family group. 
Megan chose a tree some thirty yards from the statues and sat 
on the ground with her back against it. She was not quite sure 
what it was but she thought that it might be a beech tree.

First, she introduced herself to the tree and then asked 
for some of its immeasurable strength. As she felt the 
transfusion taking place, the stared at the family group and then 
unfocused her eyes. She relaxed and consciously tried to clear 
all mundane thoughts from her mind before letting the reins go 
there too.

From time to time, she closed her eyes and on one 
occasion she saw a young woman as she had with the Oak at 
her school. This woman smiled at him, but made no other 
attempt at communication. Megan felt stronger and sometimes 
drifted into a dream-like state where the statues took on a life of 
their own. She could actually hear children laughing and mothers
shouting to them not to wander off too far.

She could smell barbecued meat and hear the dogs 
squabbling over bones. She could hear men talking, probably 
telling tales of their bravery or cunning in a recent hunt. The 
atmosphere was a good one. She could feel that life was tough, 
but not knowing any better, the people were happy. 

They did not know that future generations would pity 
them, they only knew that they knew people who were worse off 
than they were.

She thought about some of the films she had seen about 
life in prehistoric times and it became clear to her that most of 
the films and stories about cavemen and family life in those days
were just silly tales made up by people with more imagination 
than sense. 

And then, finally, although slowly at first, the 
overwhelming sensation dawned on her that she too had 
probably lived the life of a caveman or cavewoman as well – 
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several times.
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5 The Caveman Theory

That night, as Megan lay in her bed, with Grrr by her 
side, she could not help thinking about the family of cave 
dwellers, whose lives she had caught glimpses of through tens 
of thousands of years. She had vague impressions of what life 
was probably like for them, but she had no reference points. 
Concepts like not having a computer, mobile phone or even 
electricity were unimaginable to her, because she had known 
these things all her life. Even her grandparents had never been 
without electricity for more than a few hours.

She asked Wacinhinsha to shed some light on the 
scenes that she had witnessed earlier on that day and that were 
still unfolding in her mind’s eye. As ever, Wacinhinsha, did not let
her down.

“Hello, little Megan. I see that your visit to the caves has 
had quite a profound effect on you. I suspected that it might 
have.”

“Yes, Wacinhinsha, I see things and think things but I do 
not know what they mean. Their way of life, even their world, 
was so different from mine, that I cannot comprehend …”

“No, Megan, you have hit upon something that is a very 
big problem for most of mankind, yet they do not realise that 
they have the problem, which is another problem in itself.” He 
chuckled to himself, but Megan was not following him yet.

“Being able to see the world as other people see it is a 
very rare gift, but the ability can be earned or you might say 
learned.” Again he smiled at his linguistic joke. 

“People are so self-obsessed that they do not have time 
to see how other people live and they don’t care enough to find 
out. However, there is another factor.

“No two people will ever see the world in the same way. 
You have your own eyes and they may work well, or they may be
or become defective and if they are perfect and remain so, the 
wiring back to your brain may not be all that good. In short, it is 
very unlikely that any two people ever see the same thing in the 
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same way.

“Then there is the fact that you do not actually see ‘the 
thing’ itself, you only see the light that is reflected back from it, 
so from different angles and with different amounts of light, 
something will appear different. On top of this, we use 
experience to interpret objects and none of us has the same 
level or types of experiences.

“In short, Megan, everyone creates around them the 
world that they want to live in and they meet the sort of people 
that they want to meet. People come and go in our lives, but you
keep in touch with only those with whom you have an affinity. 
You are still young, but when you are older, you will look back 
over your life and see that your very best friend when you were, 
say, fifteen, does not seem to matter so much to you or even at 
all when you are fifty. Or maybe he or she will, but I will predict 
now, that you will at points in your life have close friends who do 
not remain close friends for long.

“There are good reasons for this, which we do not need 
to go into now. You are trying to understand the life of a cave-
dweller, but you cannot imagine what it must have been like, 
even though you saw drawings, paintings and actual scenes in 
your mind.

“I am here to try to help you with that.”
“Thank you, Wacinhinsha, it is so perplexing.”
“I shall do my best.
“You cannot imagine a world without laptop computers 

and mobile phones, because you have grown up with them all 
your life. Your parents cannot imagine a life without television. 
Your grandparents could not imagine life without a car, a 
telephone and electricity, but their parents found all those things 
a novelty. In your family, you would have to go back four 
generations, perhaps even five, to find anyone who would have 
the remotest chance of understanding how those people lived 
10,000 years ago.

“Yet there are other countries in the world, where a girl of 
your age would understand these things herself, or her parents 
would and there are many, many grandparents in the world who 
would have a very good, first-hand knowledge of what life for 
those people would have been like, because they lived like it 
themselves fifty or sixty years ago.

“Think about people living in remote locations where 
there is no telephone or television signal, you have such spots, 
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dead spots, I think they are called in every country, but you live 
in a town and so have not experienced them. When you move 
out of a Western town life becomes tougher for those without 
money very quickly and when you move out of the West to a 
developing country, life outside a town or city can cost you your 
life when things go wrong.

“When you are older, you will be able to travel and 
witness these things for yourself, although the world is rapidly 
changing. You may miss it, but I think that you will be able to find
such ‘places that time forgot’ for many decades to come.

“In fact, there are places in this and other universes and 
other dimensions that make your whole world look prehistoric, 
they are so much further advanced than you are and if someone 
from there came here, they may pity you for your level of 
ignorance, or they may realise that everyone has to pass 
through a stage like this to get where they will eventually end up.
It is all a question of perception. How deeply is the observer 
capable of perceiving and comprehending the situation?

“And the situation of every single soul in all the universes 
and dimensions that exist is one of learning. We are all learning 
as individuals, races are learning, countries of people are 
learning and so are planets of people. People become wiser 
through experience and countries and planets  become wiser as 
their inhabitants become wiser in general.

“It would be no wiser to reveal nuclear technology to 
those cavemen, than t would be to show people of your planet 
some future advancements now, but do not worry, for all will be 
revealed in time, when the time is right and the pupil is ready.

“Remember what I have said before, ‘When the pupil is 
ready, the teacher will appear’. Do not doubt these words ever, 
for there is always someone waiting to help those who want to 
advance themselves.

“Have I answered your question, Megan?”
“Yes, thank you, Wacinhinsha, but I will have to think 

about what you said, as I usually have to.”
“That is how it should be, knowledge is of more use when

it is deeply understood and the more deeply, the more useful.
“I will take my leave of you now, little Megan. I wish you a

peaceful night.”
“Thank you,” she whispered, but she had not had to 

speak at all.
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